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Alignment between Sales and Marketing is widely considered 
essential to capitalizing on business opportunities. The tightly 
integrated systems, processes and collaborative culture of 
a well-aligned Sales and Marketing organization are among 
the most critical requirements for growing market share and 
improving customer engagement. 

World-class marketers realize the importance of internalizing 
the experience and insights of Sales reps, to understand why 
and how people make purchases. The closer Marketers align 
with Sales, the better they’ll understand the customer, and 
the easier it will be to create content, events and demos that 
accelerate the buying process, leading to increased market 
share and revenue.

However, in many organizations, tension exists between 
Marketing and Sales teams, requiring a kind of relationship 
counseling. A common understanding of the language around 
lead generation, as well as alignment about lead scoring and 
nurturing processes, will go a long way in helping the two 
teams forge a successful—and fruitful—“marriage.” 

In this paper, we’ll examine some ways in which Marketing 
organizations can align more effectively with Sales to work 
toward mutual goals. 

SPEAKING THE SAME LANGUAGE

Contention between sales and marketing can come from a lack of a common 
taxonomy. Take the word, “lead.” What is a lead? To a Marketing professional, a 
lead might mean someone who clicks on a button in a nurture email to sign up 
for a demo. But a Sales rep might not consider that person a true lead until they’re 
qualified and ready to make a purchase. Confusion around taxonomy can create 
tension, complicating the sometimes fragile relationship between the two teams.

Say a new twist to an existing marketing campaign generates a 30-percent increase 
in click-throughs. Marketing pops open the champagne and celebrate. However, 
much to everyone’s dismay, Sales fails to close any of the leads, because, as it turns 
out, most of them are people who have no purchasing authority. They may be 
interested, but the sales process is much longer when communication starts at the 
bottom level. To the Sales team, these inquiries are not leads—in fact, they’re a waste 
of time. 
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A clear definition of “lead” and other shared terminology is essential to bridge the 
gap between Sales and Marketing. The Demand Waterfall provides a good starting 
framework:

1.  Suspect: An unidentified potential buyer in the total available market for the 
product or service.

2.  Inquiry: A raw response or hand-raiser. Relatively little is known about the 
prospect at this point.

3.  Marketing Qualified Lead (MQL): An inquiry that meets minimum fit criteria 
(qualification and interest) as jointly defined by sales and marketing and is ready 
for sales engagement.

4.  Sales Accepted Lead (SAL): A lead that has been formally accepted by sales, 
which must work the lead within a given timeframe to determine if a qualified 
opportunity exists.

5.  Sales Qualified Lead (SQL): Sales has confirmed that a viable opportunity 
exists and has committed it to the pipeline with an estimated dollar value and 
timeframe to close.

6.  Customer: An opportunity that has come to fruition.

A common taxonomy helps eliminate confusion over lead classification, so there’s 
alignment around how to proceed with each type of lead, and clear expectations 
around the type of leads Marketing provides. Additionally, it helps Marketing dem-
onstrate value—reporting on various types of leads, such as Marketing Influenced or 
Marketing Qualified Leads, becomes straightforward.

LEAD SCORING AND MANAGEMENT

Once Sales and Marketing have agreed on taxonomy, you must define processes 
for implementation and lead management. A comprehensive plan to nurture leads 
through from first contact to customer requires a complete understanding of the 
existing sales funnel and the necessary changes for improving the nurturing process.

Developed in partnership with Marketing and Sales, a lead scoring system helps 
determine where in the process Marketing hands off leads, with both parties in 
agreement that the lead is qualified for direct sales contact. This separates hot leads 
from those requiring more interaction before considering a purchase. 

There are two dimensions for scoring leads:

1.  Qualification: Who is the lead? What industry is it in? What other key data  
     makes it a good target for Sales?

2.  Interest: What actions did the lead take on your website? What pages have 
     they viewed? Have they responded to any campaigns? Have they filled out  
     a form?

When both qualification and interest scores are high, the lead is ready for the 
hand off to the sales team. Although Marketo and Eloqua have always used these 
two dimensions to qualify leads, other factors such as digital body language, data 
appended from third-party tools and machine learning can help to fine-tune scoring. 
Lead scoring is an art as well as a science, and the technology around the science 
behind lead scoring improves every year.  

Two Dimensional Lead Scoring
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By using scores to quickly rate prospects, Sales can instantly separate the most 
qualified leads from the least qualified, target the most likely sales, and, ultimately, 
improve their ability to close. Of course, that doesn’t mean Sales should ignore the 
less qualified leads; that’s where lead nurturing begins. 

WARMING UP COLD LEADS

Even with the best scoring systems and the most efficient funnel, some leads may still 
fail to close. That doesn’t mean they’ll never close; they may not be fully mature. Don’t 
just toss those leads! Nurture them.

More sophisticated marketers are building out complete nurture ecosystems that 
include an omni-channel approach—email, video, text messaging, even direct mail. 
But understanding how to nurture those leads requires close alignment between 
Sales and Marketing so there’s a solid understanding of how best to engage with the 
target customer. Once Marketing knows the audience, they can structure messaging 
and nurture cadence to appeal to a defined persona, leading to higher conversions. 

A good lead that fails to close might just need a little extra nurturing, and that’s 
Marketing’s job. Sales should throw it back over the wall for additional education 
and development. Recycling leads gives Sales a second chance to close. Of course, 
implementing such changes may require a substantial shift in corporate culture, 
depending on the maturity of the organization.

BUILDING TRUST TAKES TIME

Historically, Sales teams in many organizations have seen Marketers as unnecessary—
they didn’t understand the customer and interfere with the sales process. But better 
alignment is changing that perception. New ways to benchmark and report on our 
value and influence is helping to build trust, but it takes time and patience.

Marketing must prove to Sales they can be a valuable resource and work with 
them to reach mutual goals. A common taxonomy, processes for handing off and 
managing leads, and a solid plan for nurturing leads that don’t convert can help 
close the gap between the two teams, while enabling a clear path to better business 
outcomes.

To learn more about DemandGen and our services, visit www.demandgen.com.
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